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Abstract In this paper, we have analyzed the design parameters of the axially - extracted
virtual cathode oscillator, which is high-power microwave source based on the concept of
the virtual cathode associated with the intense relativistic electrons beam oscillations in the
electrostatic potential well. The microwave emission by the virtual cathode oscillator results
from both the space and time oscillations of virtual cathode and reflexing electrons trapped
in the potential well between the virtual and real cathodes. In the X-band frequency spectrum
700 MW microwave peak power has been obtained analytically by the solid electron beam
of 300 kV and 20 kA for feasible design parameters. The analysis has been performed by 2-
dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulation code XOOPIC.

Keywords Virtual cathode . Relativistic electron .Wide-bandwidth . Electron trapping .

Space-charge limiting current

1 Introduction

The space-charge of the electrons beam imposes an upper limit on the current in the rela-
tivistic vacuum microwave sources and thereby prevents the full utilization of the capabilities
of the high-current accelerator [1]. The approach, which appears most promising for making
use of entire current of the beam formed in the high-current accelerators and enhancing the
efficiency of the emission is to excite the microwave oscillations in a system with the virtual
cathode. A distinctive feature of such systems is existence of emission only at the electron
current above the limiting values, at which the conditions for the formation of a virtual
cathode holds. The system with a virtual cathode can thus be used to develop new high-
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power, genuinely high-current relativistic microwave devices. One of the devices of this kind
is the virtual cathode oscillator [2–5]. The high-power microwaves sources are being
developed for applications in controlled nuclear fusion plasma heating, high energy particle
accelerator, radar, and many other industrial and military.

Among the several types of pulsed high-power microwave generators, the virtual
cathode oscillator has been considered very attractive because of its conceptual and
mechanical simplicity, high output power capability [1–19] and possible wide-bandwidth
with frequency tunable characters which make it attractive for applications where the high-
power and wide-bandwidth is acceptable. This device is based on a special class of the
bremsstrahlung radiation of the relativistic electrons oscillating axially in the electrostatic fields
[4, 5]. The virtual cathode oscillators have been built in two basic geometries. In one config-
uration, the microwave extraction is perpendicular to the electron beam (radial extraction),
and the other configuration is axially symmetric, the microwave power is extracted in the
same direction as the electron beam (axial extraction) [4, 5, 7]. The tunability of the radiation
frequencies in virtual cathode oscillator can be achieved by changing the anode-cathode gap
spacing, cathode dimensions and shape, and anode voltage with respect to cathode voltage
[19]. It does not necessarily need the external applied magnetic field, eliminating the
magnetic coils and their power supply which greatly saves volume, weight and cost [10]. It
has potential to generate microwaves power ranging from few tens of MW up to a few tens
GW in the centimeter to millimeter wavelength range [2–5].

The virtual cathode oscillator can meet all the required characters of the ever-increasing
demands of applications except for its low efficiency. Hence recent efforts on virtual cathode
oscillators have been focused on studying the basic mechanism of this device and how to
improve its efficiency. The researchers [20, 21] have been trying to increase the efficiency of
the devices by using the coaxial interaction structure. The principle of generating microwave
radiation in virtual cathode oscillator is conceptually simple however the interaction between
the electron beam and RF wave is highly nonlinear and complicated. For this reason, there
has been no straightforward theory that can provide a whole picture of the device. Without
theoretical assistance, it is very difficult to set the goal for experimental study and it is not
easy to find the right direction for system optimization. We have emphasized on the
feasibility study of axially extracted virtual cathode oscillator in X-band frequency spectrum
because most of the experimental and theoretical research of axially extracted virtual cathode
oscillators are reported below this frequency band. In this paper, we have tried to understand
the basic mechanism of axially extracted virtual cathode oscillator for the feasible design
parameters in X-band frequency spectrum. The simulations have been performed using a
locally modified XOOPIC 2-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell (PIC) code. Its
original version included a variety of features, such as relativistic particle push, field emission,
interaction of particle with materials surfaces, and an advance graphical interface with multiple
diagnostic [22].

The organization of the paper is as follows. The Section 2 discusses the microwave
generation mechanism of the virtual cathode oscillator. The Section 3 describes the simulation
model of the axially extracted virtual cathode oscillator. The Section 4 concerned with the
simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concluded the work.

2 Concept of virtual cathode oscillator

In the virtual cathode oscillator, high-current relativistic electrons beam generated by the
cold cathodes of pulse length ranging from tens to hundreds of nanosecond, propagates into a
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region in which the space-charge depression limits the current to a lower value [4, 5, 18–26],
that is achieved by sudden increase in the radius of a cylindrical metal drift tube
(waveguide) containing a beam propagating at the space-charge limiting current [24–26].
The high negative potential on the cathode generates space-charge limited field emission /
explosive electron emission from it. The electrons are accelerated by the anode potential
and pass through the anode foil into the cylindrical waveguide (drift tube) as shown in
Fig. 1. If the injected beam current exceeds the so-called the space-charge limiting current,
the kinetic energy of the some of the electrons is reduced to zero due to the potential
depression, and a virtual cathode of the electrostatic potential barrier is formed, which will
reflect the incoming electrons [19, 22–25]. The potential barrier called the virtual cathode
which is formed at the position where the kinetic energy of the electrons approaches zero.

The position of the virtual cathode and the ratio of the beam to reflection current depend
very strongly on the electron energy. Therefore, if the electron energy is modulated at the
given frequency, both the virtual cathode position and reflected beam current will oscillate at
the same frequency [4, 9–11, 23]. The electrons energy can be modulated by an
electromagnetic field and the same field may interact with the modulated reflection current
because they have the same frequency. In this interaction, if the phase relation is such that the
electromagnetic field obtains energy from the modulated current, result will be field
amplification by the virtual cathode oscillation. It is obvious that the amplitude of the beam
current modulation and strength of the electromagnetic field are very important to the beam-
wave interactions [4, 5, 23].

In general, the virtual cathode is formed at distance from anode that is different from the
anode-cathode gap spacing. As a result of the positive potential on the anode, the electrons
do not leave the system but rather oscillate between the real and virtual cathodes [1–15].
The microwave emission is attributed to the phase bunching of the oscillating electrons
inside the potential well of the system [2–7]. This bunching is due to the energy
dependence of the electron oscillation frequency. For the idealized parabolic potential well,
the electron oscillation frequency is the function of energy only for the relativistic electrons.
In the presence of an oscillatory electric field E=E0 cos (ωt) of frequency ω ≥ω0 (electron
oscillation frequency), a sample of initially uniformly distributed electron will be bunched.

Fig. 1 The schematic of the axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator.
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The reason for this bunching is ∂ω/∂E<0 [7]. This nonisochronic mechanism is similar to
that of the electron cyclotron maser.

During the electron beam pulse length, there can be a substantial variation in the electron
density, and subsequently causes a large change in the oscillation frequency [7]. The
frequency usually sweeps from a low to high value during the pulse, because the electron
beam current increases due to the partial electron beam diode impedance collapse (closure)
[2, 4, 7, 24]. The impedance match between the pulse power driver and the diode affects the
power flow to the diode. Any mismatch between the two will produce a variation in the
beam current. The systematic impedance drop that occurs during diode closure both
increases the beam current and impedance mismatch to the diode. The electron beam
current variation can be significant with short pulses of hundreds nanosecond or less simply
because as the pulse gets shorter, the rise and fall time become a large fraction of the beam
pulses. In the case of the virtual cathode oscillator, the availability of the convenient high
power, high voltage, and low impedance electron beam generator plays a key role [18, 23].

2.1 Space-charge limiting current

The space-charge limiting current is the beam current at which the electrostatic potential
energy exceeds the kinetic energy of the beam and defined by the beam energy and the
cylindrical metal drift tube (waveguide) geometry [18, 19, 22–26]. The electrons cross the
anode-cathode gap and pass through the anode foil into the waveguide, a potential depression is
generated at the center of the guide [2–7]. The current is high enough so that the depression
exceeds driving the anode-cathode potential. Above the space-charge limit, no stable steady
state for the electron beam exists [23]. Instead, the beam experiences a jump instability,
whereby it transit from a stable steady state to an oscillatory, but non-etheless stable
equilibrium. When beam current is greater than the space charge limiting current, the injected
electron beam split into two parts, the transmitted beam and reflected beam, near the virtual
cathode where the potential is close to cathode potential. For high-voltage diode the
magnitude of the potential minimum is negligible compared with the high-applied potential
[3–7]. In this case the location of the potential minimum is practically coincident with the
cathode surface [23]. Hence, it may be assume that the electric field vanishes at the cathode
surfaces and that the emitted electrons have zero initial velocity, in which case the velocity of
the electron at any position between the electrodes is determined from the conservation of
energy. This is essentially the characteristic of the space charge limited flow [4–5, 23].

For the case of mildly relativistic electron beam, an interpolate formula for the space
charge limiting current (Iscl) in the cylindrical waveguide that has good experimental agree-
ment is [1–7, 21, 25]:

Isc1 ¼ 17 γ2=3 � 1
� �3=2.

1þ 2 ln rw=rð Þð Þ � kAð Þ ð1Þ
where γ=(1+V(kV)/511) is the relativistic factor of the electron and V is the anode potential
with respect to cathode. rw and r are the radius of the cylindrical waveguide (drift tube) and
electron beam, respectively. In general, it is difficult to determine when a virtual cathode will
form; the space charge limiting currents depends on the initial beam energy and current
density profile as well as the details of the evacuated volume boundary.

2.2 Microwave generation mechanism

The virtual cathode oscillator without a resonant structure is a free-running oscillator. The
microwave output frequency of the free-running virtual cathode oscillator varies between
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the frequencies ωrel
p � ωosc �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
ωrel
p

� �
, where ωrel

p ¼ 4πne2
�
γm

� �1=2
is the electron

plasma frequency, n and m are the electron density and mass, respectively. The value offfiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
is an empirical result, which has not yet been derived theoretically. The value of

virtual cathode oscillation frequency ωosc increases with the current monotonically. It is
important to note that maximum gain occur at 5=2ð Þωrel

p . Thus the waves at frequencies
other than 5=2ð Þωrel

p may grow if the virtual cathode oscillation configuration allows
feedback at those frequencies as in the case of resonant cavity [2–7].

The microwave emission frequency from the virtual cathode oscillator is usually
explained by two dynamical mechanisms [1–17]: first is by the oscillating virtual cathode in
the space and time with a well-defined period. This oscillation results in severe longitudinal
charge bunching and second mechanism is the trapping of the electrons in the potential well
formed between the real and virtual cathodes. The electrons reflexing in this potential well
generate broadband microwave power at a higher frequency than in the case of the oscillating
virtual cathode, because the individual reflexing electrons can travel at near the speed of light,
whereas, the frequency of the virtual cathode oscillations is determined by the plasma
frequency of the electron beam. The electron reflection due to the virtual cathode and its
frequency f is given by f=1/4T, where T is the transit time of electrons to move back and
forth between the cathode and anode. The transit time is given by T ¼ Rd

0
dz=v, where v is

the electron velocity and d is the distance between the anode and cathode.
In the microwave generation mechanism by the virtual cathode oscillation, the

oscillating electric filed modulates the electron energy of the injected beam and extract
energy from the current oscillation of the reflected beam. The virtual cathode plays the role
of converting the energy modulation of the injected beam to the current modulation of the
reflected beam [11]. It has been common recognition that the microwave emission was
attributed to the phase bunching of the reflexing electrons inside the potential well formed
between the cathode and virtual cathode as well as oscillation of the virtual cathode itself,
both mechanisms coexist in the virtual cathode oscillator [8–11]. For the reflexing
mechanism, the phase bunching of the reflexing electrons is due to the energy dependences
of the electron reflex frequency [4–5]. This process need a small initial energy spread of the
electrons and a stable shape of the potential well. However, high-efficiency microwave
generation needs large amplitude of the density modulation of electrons, which by space-
charge effect results in unstable potential well distribution. In addition, interactions of the
electrons with electromagnetic waves give rise to energy spread of the electrons that are
trapped in the potential well. Consequently, the virtual cathode oscillator relying on the
reflexing mechanism is not applicable for the high-efficiency [8–11], narrow-bandwidth
microwave generation. Furthermore, due to the large energy spread of the electrons trapped
by the potential well, the reflexing movement is harmful to the virtual cathode oscillator.

2.3 Mode of microwave radiation

In both the mechanism of microwave radiations (virtual cathode oscillation in the space and
time and electron trapped into potential well between the real and virtual cathodes) causing
the axial electric field Ez to vary between the anode and virtual cathodes in the oversized
cylindrical waveguide [4–6]. This couples naturally into the axially symmetric transverse
magnetic waveguide modes (TM0n). If the cold injected electron beams are azimuthally
symmetric, the only non-zero fields are: Ez, Er and Bθ in the cylindrical waveguide geometry,
which define the transverse magnetic (TM) waves [4–7]. The preferred waveguide mode for
an axially-symmetric electrons beam in the smooth-wall cylindrical waveguide is TM0n,
where n ¼ D=λ, D is the waveguide diameter and λ is the free-space wavelength. The free-
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space wavelength depends upon the guide dimensions and geometry [4, 5]. The preferred
mode appears to be near cutoff that is lower order modes. Thus D/λ should be chosen close to
an integer value. The microwave emission mode from virtual cathode oscillator is analyzed
by calculating the axial electric field Ez. The transverse magnetic modes possess on axial
electric field that strongly couples to the oscillating virtual cathode electric field. In addition,
TM modes have circumferential magnetic field at the wall. This magnetic field can be used for
coupling the output waveguide structure to the waveguide (drift tube) through the circum-
ferential slots [7]. This configuration has the important advantage of coupling the microwave
power from the drift tube by exciting the dominant TE01 in the rectangular output waveguide.
This allows an unambiguous measurement of output power using conventional waveguide
diagnostics because this mode of propagation in the waveguide is well characterized.

3 Simulation model

In simulation of the axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator, the diameter and length of
the cylindrical cathode are 4 cm and 2 cm, respectively. The anode is of aluminum foil of
thickness 12μm. For optimum power and frequencies in X-band, the anode-cathode gap is kept
at 5 mm where as the variation of the spacing has taken from 0.1 cm to 1.0 cm in the analysis.
The drift tube (cylindrical waveguide) length and diameter is 50 cm and 9.8 cm, respectively.
The simulation model of the axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator is shown in Fig. 1. The
cutoff frequency of the waveguide corresponding to this dimension for TM01 mode is
2.35 GHz. The input parameters of the diode are 300 kV of 70 ns rectangular pulse duration
of rise time 10 ns as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the voltage pulse on the cathode for simulation model.
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The incident voltage is fixed and the current caused by the incident voltage calculated by
simulation code. We have used a self consistent model for electron emission, because we
are working above the space charge limiting current. We use the local electric field at each
point on the cathode for calculating the local current density using the Child’s-Langmuir’s
law with an emission threshold zero eV. At the exit point for electromagnetic wave, we
have used surface impedance boundary condition for the electromagnetic field as described
in [22]. The surface impedance boundary conditions are employed to reduce the solution
volume during the analysis of scattering from lossy dielectric object. The surface
impedance boundary condition in finite difference time domain method is to reduce the
computational resource requirements for modeling highly conducting lossy dielectric
objects. In the standard FDTD method, modeling highly conducting lossy dielectric objects
requires that the cell size be chosen small enough to resolve the field inside the object at the
maximum frequency of the interest. The cell size must be chosen as some fraction of the
wavelength inside the conducting material at the maximum frequency of interest.

4 Simulation result

From the Child-Langmuir relation, it has been known that exceeding the limiting current of
diode leads to the development of a virtual cathode. Its oscillation can generate high-power
microwave. The Burkhart et al. [7] already has reported that the electron beam impedance
below 10 Ω in virtual cathode oscillator never produced microwave. In contrast, the good
results were nearly always obtained for beam impedances in between 10 to 20 Ω, below

Fig. 3 Variation of the impedance of diode of the axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator with the ratio of
anode – cathode spacing with radius of the solid electron beam, taking the anode voltage with respect to
cathode voltage as parameter. The waveguide (drift tube) radius and solid electron beam radius is 4.9 cm and
2.0 cm, respectively.
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10 Ω beams would be tending to pinch from the self magnetic field and above 30 Ω it
would expand. The beam impedance depends upon the cathode radius, anode-cathode gap
spacing, and anode voltage with respect to cathode voltage as shown in Fig. 3.

The electron reflexing in the potential well between virtual and real cathode creates a
reverse current which raise the diode impedance. The impedance of the diode of the axially
extracted virtual cathode oscillator at 300 kV cathode voltage and 0.5 cm anode-cathode
spacing is 15.6 Ω (as marked in Fig. 3). This impedance is optimized with respect to output
microwave power. It is desirable that the impedance of the diode matched as closely as
possible to the impedance of the pulse forming network in order to maximize the power flow.
For virtual cathode formation, beam current must be greater than the space-charge limiting
current as given by (1). The electron beam current density variation with anode-cathode
spacing, taking the anode voltage (with respect to cathode voltage) as parameters is shown in
Fig. 4. The electron beam current calculated by the simulation code (1.60 kA/ cm2) at 300 kV
cathode voltage with 0.5 cm anode-cathode spacing as marked in the Fig. 4. The resistive
losses are small, so the only major loss is due to the diode mismatch where the power is
reflected back down the input transmission line.

The output microwave frequency of the axially extracted virtual cathode oscillator can
be tuned by varying the current density or energy (voltage) of the electron beam and the spacing
between the real and virtual cathodes. As the anode-cathode gap spacing decreases the spacing
between the anode and virtual cathode is also reduced thus, higher frequencies are expected at
lower anode-cathode gap spacing as shown in Fig. 5. The frequency of the microwave
generated by the virtual cathode oscillations and the electron trapping phenomenon in the
axially extracted virtual cathode oscillator is 9.88 GHz and 11.65 GHz respectively, at
300 kV cathode voltage with 0.5 cm anode-cathode gap spacing as marked in the Fig. 5. This

Fig. 4 The variation of the electron beam current density with anode - cathode spacing of the diode of the
axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator, taking anode voltage with respect to cathode voltage as parameter.
The drift tube radius and solid electron beam radius is same as in Fig. 3.
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frequency spectrum is in X-band. The center frequency of the spectrum is varies with the
square root of the time averaged anode potential. For very small gap spacing the current is so
large that the associated inductive loss limits the corrected diode voltage below the emission
threshold this means beam pinching will form, thereby suppressing the microwave emission.
For the gaps that are greater than 1 cm, the current transmitted through anode foil is insufficient
to create a virtual cathode due to electron beam expansion.

The virtual cathode oscillator prefers certain frequencies of operation. Thus for efficient
operation at different frequencies, the diode and waveguide dimension must be changed along
with the input voltage. The virtual cathode oscillator frequency and power vary with cathode
radius; by reducing the cathode radius would increase the electron density and the electron
plasma frequency, so the oscillation frequency will change. It also changes the electron beam
impedance that is the most important features for virtual cathode oscillator. The frequency of
this modulation depends on the density of the oscillating electrons, the applied voltage and
geometry of the system. Primarily, the density of passing electrons, their energy and the
constitution of the diode determines the modulation amplitude. The smaller anode-cathode gap
spacing is shown to shift the frequency up (Fig. 5) while simply changing the cathode diameter
had a small effect on the frequency shift. The frequency band of the optimized operation is in
X-band. At the frequency of the oscillation of the virtual cathode that is the same as the
frequency of the oscillation of the electrons as well as the modulation frequency of passing
electron stream [1]. The observed bandwidth in the virtual cathode oscillator is 16% of center
frequency, where the bandwidth is defined as the difference between the highest and the

Fig. 5 The variation of the axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillation frequency with anode – cathode
spacing, taking the anode voltage with respect to cathode voltage as parameter. The drift tube radius and
solid electron beam radius is same as in Fig. 3.
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lowest frequency during the pulse divided by the center frequency. This bandwidth corresponds
to the optimized operation in X-band. The frequency usually sweep from low to high value
during the pulse because the electron beam current increases due to partial electron beam diode
impedance collapse. Typically, the frequency of the virtual cathode oscillator varies because of
the diode voltage variation, ion formation [13, 14] and diode closure velocities. However, the
frequency variation is not a basic property of the virtual cathode microwave devices itself.
Rather, the frequency variations appear to be associated with the pulsed power generator used
to energize the diode.

The output peak microwave power generated by the axially-extracted virtual cathode
oscillator is as shown in Fig. 6. The frequency of the highest microwave power spectrum
(700 MW) is in the X-band. The microwave output associated with the axially-extracted
virtual cathode oscillator is found to very complex. The virtual cathode oscillator pulse shows
a spike structure superimposed on a slower varying envelop. The simplest explanation of this
spike structure is mode competition in the waveguide downstream of the virtual cathode. The
downstream conducting structure is usually large compared with wavelength; so many modes
can be excited. The frequencies are time dependent and the power is often distributed among
a number of modes, thus causing spiky or modulated output. It results, in lower gain and
lower efficiency for two reasons. First, gain bandwidth product of the given device with fixed
load is a constant. The virtual cathode oscillator tends to have larger bandwidth and moderate
gain. The second reason, which is related to the first, is that the frequency change so rapidly
that the instability does not saturates, and maximum gain is never obtained as result. In the
absence of any downstream resonant structure, the bandwidth of the virtual cathode oscillator
is large because of several factors like — non-uniform voltage, anode - cathode gap closure

Fig. 6 The variation of the out put microwave power from the axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator
with time (ns) of the voltage pulse. The drift tube radius and solid electron beam radius is same as in Fig. 3.
The anode voltage with respect to cathode is 300 kV, rise and fall time are 10 ns each, and flat time is 50 ns.
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and transverse beam energy. Since the frequency depends on voltage and anode- cathode gap,
the bandwidth is similarly dependent on these two quantities. Beam temperature is also an
important parameter that creates bandwidth because the transverse components of the electron
energy do not interact with the virtual cathode. Beam temperature is produced both by the
emission process and by scattering in the anode foil. It also reduces the emission efficiency.
The result of the above variation is chirping of microwave frequency. The strongest chirping
occurs at the highest frequencies, where the gap-closure is proportionately larger. The reason
for low efficiency is not well understood, it has been speculated that the ion formation, electron
beam pinching, or diode gap-closure may also be responsible for the loss in output microwave
power. The power, frequency, and pulse width are all sensitive to the cathode shape, and the
frequency depends strongly on the anode-cathode gap spacing. Also, the frequency output
depends strongly on the anode-cathode spacing. We have found theoretically that the optimal
spacing corresponded to the best matching of the virtual cathode oscillator diode impedance
and its high voltage feed-line wave impedance. The frequency of the oscillating virtual cathode
oscillator scales with current density. The diode aspect ratio must be maintained to reduce the
impedance and keep the electrical current above the magnetic insulation limits [25]. Therefore
virtual cathode oscillator increases in size as the operating frequency decreases.

5 Conclusion

The axially-extracted virtual cathode oscillator is a high-power, broadly tunable, and
broadband microwave source. At 300 kVand 70 nanosecond rectangular voltage pulse of rise
and fall-time 10 nanosecond with the anode-cathode gap spacing is 0.5 cm, generate the
700 MW microwave peak power. The frequency of the microwave emission is in X-band
(9.88 – 11.65 GHz) with bandwidth of 16% of central frequency. This analysis has been
performed by particle-in-cell code - XOOPIC. We have emphasized on feasibility study of
axially extracted virtual cathode oscillator in X-band frequency of electromagnetic spectrum
because most of the experimental and theoretical research are reported below this frequency
band. The ability of the oscillating virtual cathode to produce very high levels of peak-power
leads one to consider it as a candidate for controlled nuclear plasma heating, high energy
particle accelerator, radar, and many other industrial and military applications.
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